A NEW GENERATION FOR ILLINOIS

WHO IS MATT MURPHY?
State Senator Matt Murphy was elected to the Illinois Senate in November 2006, defeating
Democrat Peter Gutzmer in one of the worst Republican years in history. In 2008 he was
again challenged by Gutzmer and won re-election – tripling his margin of victory from ‘06.
Matt represents the 27th Illinois Senate District – a suburban district comprised of
Arlington Heights, Buffalo Grove, Inverness, Palatine, Prospect Heights, and South
Barrington. He serves on the Senate Judiciary, Redistricting, and Revenue committees,
as well as the Commission on Government Forecasting and Accountability. He also
served as co-chair of the Senate Deficit Reduction Committee, where he had experts
testify and propose over $3 billion in annual budget savings.
As a state senator, Matt has focused on growing jobs and restoring the peoples’ faith in
state government. He’s been recognized for his efforts, having received the Illinois
Chamber of Commerce’s Friend of Business Award (2009), and the Illinois Civil Justice
League’s Friend of Fairness Award (2007).
In 2003, Matt was elected to serve as a Trustee on the Harper College Board of Trustees.
During his tenure Matt helped craft balanced budgets, and formed partnerships with
universities offering four-year degrees in order to further expand the education
opportunities available to local residents while keeping tuition rates affordable.
Matt is a life-long resident of the northwest suburbs. He grew up in Mt. Prospect and
attended St. Viator High School in Arlington Heights. He earned a BA from the University
of Iowa, and a JD from John Marshall Law School. He’s a practicing attorney with Brian J.
McManus & Associates; and resides in Palatine with his wife, Julie, and children, Erin,
Molly, Kevin, and Colleen.
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The Murphy Family (Left to Right: Erin, Julie, Kevin, Colleen, Matt, and Molly)
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MATT IS THE FUTURE, NOT THE PAST. It’s time Illinois Republicans stopped looking
back and began looking forward. It’s time we forged a popular and winning majority from
one end of this state to the other. A majority based on a positive vision with a principled
governor that appeals to the imaginations and aspirations of average Illinoisans. Matt is a
new generation of Republicans – a candidate without connection to the tarnished past.
And one that is genuinely concerned about the Illinois he leaves his kids.
MATT IS A REPUBLICAN. He has unquestioned loyalty to the Republican Party – its
platform principles, policies, and brand. He’s served with distinction as a state senator;
and has worked hard to ensure the election and re-election of fellow Republicans at the
state, county and local levels.
MATT IS AN ADVOCATE: He is the only candidate for Governor who has been a tireless
advocate on behalf of Illinois taxpayers and families. While others have voted to raise
taxes and support out-of-control state spending, Matt has been a voice for those
Illinoisans who are struggling in this economy. Illinois has the 14th highest tax burden; and
state spending has skyrocketed 45% since 1998 (after inflation per capita). Matt believes
we need to lower the tax burden on Illinois residents and adopt spending reforms to
revitalize our economy.
MATT IS A CONSERVATIVE: He has shown political courage by taking on tough issues
and the entrenched political hierarchy in Springfield. He has pushed for pro-growth tax
cuts and consistently voted against job-killing tax increases. He has a solid lifetime rating
of 90 with the United Republican Fund, which tracks legislators’ votes based on the
principles of limited government, individual freedom, free markets, and traditional values.
MATT IS A UNIFIER. He not only works with all factions within the Republican Party, he
unifies those factions under the GOP big tent. Matt appeals to the business, political, and
grassroots groups that have traditionally composed the Republican coalition; but also has
the ability to reach out and engage those constituencies that have long been hostage to
the Democrat machine.
MATT IS A LEADER. Illinois Republicans are looking for a dynamic and energetic
governor who will inspire our state with integrity. Matt is a spirited candidate who hasn’t
been tainted by questionable associations that discourage the base and discredit the
Republican message. As our party looks to make good on its promise to turn the page on
the corruption that has damaged its reputation among Illinois voters, it can point to Matt as
a leader who has never even met George Ryan.
MATT IS A PROBLEM SOLVER. Illinois needs real solutions, and Matt has been a
solution-focused legislator. He’s quickly risen among his peers, being chosen to represent
his caucus as its chief budget negotiator in just his third year in office. He also led in the
creation of an alternative budget proposal this year that proves Illinois can responsibly
balance its budget without a tax hike. In short, Matt provides the voters a clear distinction
between Republican solutions and Democrat deal-making.
MATT IS A REFORMER. Instead of just talking about it, Matt has been pushing major
reform legislation since the voters sent him to Springfield – long before the Quinn/Collins
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Commission made its recommendations. Some of the reforms Matt has introduced in
legislation include:
•

Term Limits for Legislative Leaders: Matt believes that there is too much power in too few
hands in Springfield. To stop it, he proposed a constitutional amendment that would put a tenyear cap on service in the four legislative leadership posts. Thus limiting the iron-fisted control
that a handful of politicians have had for too long.

•

De-Politicized Redistricting: Matt believes voters, not politicians, should choose their
legislators. To take politics out of redistricting, he sponsored legislation that would require that
new district boundaries be drawn by computers instead of politicians. Thus taking partisanship
and gerrymandering out of the process.

•

Limiting Control of Rules Committees: No matter how valid a piece of legislation may be, the
Speaker of the House and Senate President can, and often do, keep it from seeing the light of
day by refusing a vote in rules committees. For example, the previous Senate President refused
to allow a vote on a bill to curtail pay-to-play despite 47 of 59 senators sponsoring it. To break
the stranglehold of power, Matt filed legislation to force any bill with popular support to be heard
in committee and voted on despite the whim of powerful leaders.

•

Government Transparency: Matt believes sunshine in state government is essential. He wants
all Illinoisans to be able to find out what is really happening with their tax dollars. So he filed
actual legislation that would require all expenditures of state tax dollars to be posted online.
Further, it would ban any legislator who gives an earmark from receiving a donation from the
earmark recipient for 5 years.

•

Moving Primary Elections to June: Illinois’ early primary election date was designated to
protect incumbents and stymie political competition because it leaves so little time to campaign
after the Holidays and before the first week of February. To foster true political competition Matt
co-sponsored legislation that would move the primary election to June – thus allowing
challengers more time to meet and persuade the voters.

MATT IS A SPOKESMAN. He engages the media as an articulate Republican, and isn’t
afraid to speak boldly for our principles and policies. He has a comfortable working
relationship with the mainstream and new media. Examples include:
•

Murphy Press Conference on Special Election for Illinois’ U.S. Senate Seat

•

Murphy at Press Conference on Ethics Legislation – Flanked by Democrat Leaders

•

Murphy at the NSLS Legislative Breakfast

•

Murphy on Jobs and the Economy

•

Murphy’s Vision for Illinois

•

Murphy’s Speech on the Floor of the Senate During Impeachment Trial

•

Murphy on Political Courage

•

Murphy Interview with Jeff Berkowitz

•

Murphy on the UNO Charter School

•

Murphy takes on Blagojevich on ABC National News

•

Murphy on Ending Pay-to-Play

MATT IS A WINNER: We Republicans have an opportunity to return to prominence in
2010 if we can successfully persuade wary Illinoisans that our party will restore respect to
Illinois government, and bring hope, opportunity, and a better future to the Land of Lincoln.
Matt is the candidate that can carry that message with honesty and sincerity.
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